
Issued at 7 am

Current weather and snow conditions

Snow conditions

HS 107 Snow T10 °C     -7 24 HR 10

HS 87 Snow T10 °C -5.5 24 HR 9

Avalanche Canada Forecast
Issued yesterday at 4 pm

Today

North Columbias

3 - Considerable3 - Considerable

3 - Considerable

Tomorrow

3 - Considerable 3 - Considerable

4 - High

cloudy  at times 7cm of new snow over night Early season conditions

No major systems are expected for today.  An unstable airmass could give a flurry or two.  A weak trough will give a few flurries for tonight.  Instability 

will give some flurries for Thursday but amounts will be light.  Gusty winds likely especially for the afternoons.  Daytime highs will be near minus 4 C for 

today then trending milder for Thursday with a high near freezing at mid mountain.

10cm of new snow over night with a total storm snow of 18cm .  Watch out for early season conditions, new snow covers lots of 

unmarked hazards (rocks).  

Wednesday, December 12 2018

Daily Avalanche Forecast

Sun Peaks Forecast (Inside ski area boundary)

Morning Afternoon Evening

Alpine 

Tree line 

Below tree line 

-21.3 

Tree line 

Below tree 

The avalanche hazard information is a generalized forecast from Avalanche Canada for this region provided for your information only. 
Local conditions can and do vary widely and can be dangerous at any time even if the forecast does not report this. Know your route, 
be properly equipped, notify someone of your travel plans, never ski alone. Sun Peaks Resort LLP does not endorse or encourage going 
beyond the ski area boundary at any time. Persons going beyond the ski area boundary do so at their own risk and assume all liability 
and responsibility for their own safety. 

CAUTION 

More information at www.avalanche.ca or Avalanche Canada mobile app 

For more information please contact one of the snow safety team 


